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Abstract
Structural properties of molecules are of primary concern in many fields. This report provides a comprehensive overview on
techniques that have been developed in the fields of molecular graphics and visualization with a focus on applications in structural
biology. The field heavily relies on computerized geometric and visual representations of three-dimensional, complex, large and
time-varying molecular structures. The report presents a taxonomy that demonstrates which areas of molecular visualization
have already been extensively investigated and where the field is currently heading. It discusses visualizations for molecular
structures, strategies for efficient display regarding image quality and frame rate, covers different aspects of level of detail and
reviews visualizations illustrating the dynamic aspects of molecular simulation data. The survey concludes with an outlook on
promising and important research topics to foster further success in the development of tools that help to reveal molecular
secrets.
Keywords: molecular visualization, taxonomy, bioinformatics visualization
ACM CCS: Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry
and Object Modelling—Curve, surface, solid, and object representations
1. Introduction
Interactive molecular visualization is one of the oldest branches
of data visualization [Fra02], with deep roots in the pre-computer
era. This paper reviews interactive visualization of biomolecular
structures—the subfield that developed most during the past two
decades. This paper is an extended version of our previous sur-
vey [KKL*15] and includes newer work that was not available at
that time as well as references that are historically interesting and
provided the foundations for the current state of the art.
∗These authors contributed equally.
First, let us characterize the objects of interest. Ordinary mat-
ter consists of atoms and molecules, which in turn embody protons,
neutrons and electrons. The protons and neutrons are bound together
by nuclear forces, forming the nuclei of the atoms. The positively
charged nuclei attract negatively charged electrons; due to quan-
tum mechanical effects the particles do not collide, but the electrons
surround the nuclei in defined distances, comprising stable and elec-
trically neutral atoms. These are the smallest units of a chemical ele-
ment. The electrons in an atom are organized in orbitals, i.e. regions
of space, in which electrons stay with high probability. Each atomic
orbital can contain up to two electrons. The outer electrons of two
atoms can interact and form molecular orbitals, potentially creating
a chemical bond between the atoms. Bonds are classified as being
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either strong (covalent, ionic, and metallic bonds) or weak (dipole-
dipole interactions and hydrogen bonds). Strong bonds hold sets of
atoms together, forming tight entities like molecules, ionic salts, and
metals. A molecule thus is a structure composed of nuclei, defining
the atom positions, and core electrons (inner electron shells); the
nuclei are held together by an outer electronic shell (valence shell),
composed of molecular orbitals. Molecules are the smallest units
of a compound, i.e. of a pure chemical substance. Molecules play-
ing an active role in living systems are called biomolecules. These
include large molecules (macromolecules) such as proteins, lipids,
DNA and RNA, as well as small molecules such as metabolites.
Weak bonds occur inside molecules as well as between molecules.
They are critical in maintaining the 3D structures of biomolecules,
in forming larger entities (molecular complexes), and in binding
molecules specifically but transiently, creating thereby the basis of
many biological processes.
The primary purpose of molecular visualization is to support
our understanding of the rich, complex material world, by making
molecular structures, their properties, and their interactions intel-
ligible. In addition it aims at supporting the ‘rational’ design of
new molecules, such as pharmaceutically active compounds, or cus-
tomized substances with specific properties. The subfield biomolec-
ular visualization deals with the graphical depiction of the structure,
interaction and function of biomolecules, biomolecular complexes,
molecular machines, and entire biological functional units that oc-
cur in biological cells. Additionally, it complements the toolset of
bioinformatics by providing means for integrated visual analysis of
sequence and structure data.
Forerunners of today’s visual representations of atoms and
molecules are hand-drawn depictions and physical models. Pic-
torial representations have been used, e.g. by Kepler (1611)
[Kep11] and Huygens (1690) [Huy90], centuries before 1808, when
Dalton published the modern, but still pre-quantum formulation of
atomic theory [Dal10]. In these groundbreaking works, atomic ar-
rangements were illustrated, displaying atoms as spheres. Van der
Waals [vdW73] saw the necessity of taking into account the molecu-
lar volume as well as attracting intermolecular forces; he computed
from experimental data the volume occupied by an individual atom
or molecule. From now on, approximate atomic radii for several
chemical elements were known and used in depictions. Physical
models of molecules, both static and dynamic, have been used for
visualization purposes [Smi60].
With the emergence of increasingly elaborate atomic models by
Thompson, Rutherford, Bohr and Sommerfeld in the early 20th cen-
tury, more detailed visualizations became necessary, culminating in
detailed depictions of complex atoms showing the elliptic orbits of
electrons in the Bohr–Sommerfeld model [KH23]. However, in these
years it became clear that atoms and molecules are of truly quantum
nature. Quantum physics, however, seems to be intrinsically non-
visualizable. One of several reasons is that no (mental) image exists
that simultaneously represents the corpuscular and wave-like char-
acter of particles. According to Heisenberg’s uncertainty relation,
an electron cannot be considered to have an exact location in its
orbital, i.e. its trajectory is not defined [Hei26]. Instead, according
to Born [Bor26], an electron’s position is described by a probability
distribution, given by the absolute square of Schrödinger’s complex
wave function . The evolution of  for a system of N quantum
particles, described by the time-dependent Schrödinger equation
[Sch26], happens not in real three-dimensional space, but in 3N -
dimensional space of all particles’ coordinates. This poses a further
challenge to visualization. Regarding visualization of fully quantum
physical systems only very limited work is available; examples are
[Tha05, BD12].
Fortunately, research revealed that molecular systems can be clas-
sically described to a good approximation, if no covalent bonds
are newly formed or broken, and if the system’s behavior does
not depend sensitively on fine-tuned energy values. In molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations, no molecular orbitals are computed;
instead atoms are treated as classical objects that move under the
influence of artificial multi-body forces (‘force fields’) that mimic
quantum effects. Due to the strong repulsion between neutral atoms
and molecules, atoms can be considered approximately as ‘hard’
spheres. This means, atoms are fully characterized by their mass,
radius, and the multi-body forces they exert on other atoms, ‘inner’
electronic degrees of freedom are neglected. The majority of MD
simulations, particularly of biomolecular structures, is performed
using this ‘classical’ approximation. The depiction of van der Waals
spheres thus was one of the starting points of modern molecular com-
puter graphics, beginning with the work of Lee and Richards (1971)
[LR71]. This work has been continued, now for more than four
decades, with the invention of further types of molecular surfaces
representing the spatial accessibility of molecules.
However, some types of biological systems require quantum me-
chanical considerations for a detailed understanding. Examples of
biological and medical relevance are enzymatic reactions or pho-
tosynthesis. See, e.g., [ADP08, AKM14] for popular-science pre-
sentations of the emerging ‘quantum biology’. This opens up a new
field of research in molecular visualization, on which we will report
only very briefly.
In the next section, the basics of biomolecular data are outlined,
including data sources. Section 3 introduces a taxonomy of the
literature about molecular visualization covered by this report and
gives an overview of the structure of the rest of the paper (Sections 4
to 6). The report is concluded by a brief overview of molecular
visualization tools (Section 7) and anticipated future challenges
(Section 8).
Please note that this report does not discuss methods to extract
and visualize cavities in biomolecules (e.g. tunnels, pores or chan-
nels). Interested readers are referred to our recent report on this
topic [KKL*16].
2. Molecular Data
This section introduces the input data, mostly formed by
biomolecules, along with their composition and basic properties.
Moreover, the most common sources of molecular structures and
molecular dynamics are discussed.
2.1. Biomolecules
Biomolecules usually carry out important functionality includ-
ing enzymatic catalysis, coordinated motion, mechanical support,
immune protection, generation and transmission of nerve impulses,
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and reproduction [Str95]. Some of these molecules are rather large
entities and are, therefore, referred to as macromolecules. Others are
building blocks of complex structures such as membranes. The ma-
jority of small biomolecules takes an active role in the metabolism
of an organism and are hence called metabolites. Below, the most
important types of biomolecules are briefly introduced.
The building blocks of nucleic acids are nucleotides consist-
ing of a nucleobase, a sugar, and a phosphate group. The main
difference between deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and ribonucleic
acid (RNA) is the sugar: deoxyribose in DNA and ribose in RNA.
Additionally, one of the four bases occurring in DNA, thymine,
is replaced by uracil in RNA. DNA usually forms the character-
istic double helix of two single DNA strands first identified by
Watson and Crick [WC53]. In contrast, RNA is single-stranded
and typically forms very complex structures. DNA stores the ge-
netic code including the information about the composition of
proteins.
Proteins are macromolecules consisting of one or more chains of
amino acids. Different proteins have diverse functions like replica-
tion of DNA, catalyzing chemical reactions, or transport of other
molecules. The amino acids forming the protein are connected via
peptide bonds. This chain is called the protein’s primary structure.
The amino acid chain folds into an energetically favourable config-
uration stabilized by intramolecular interactions, such as hydrogen
bonds. The folding introduces patterns to the protein chain called
secondary structure. The two most common secondary structure
elements are α-helix [PCB51] and β-sheet [PC51], which are con-
nected by loops and unstructured parts called random coil. The
correct folding of the chain is important for the function of most
proteins. The 3D arrangement of the secondary structure of the pro-
tein chain is called tertiary structure. Two or more folded chains
can form a functional complex called quaternary structure. In the
visualization literature, the term secondary structure sometimes
is used synonymously for tertiary and quaternary one, see, e.g.,
[WB11].
Lipids and lipid membranes are ubiquitous in biological systems
as they delineate the compartments of the cell, control entry and
transport, and harbour important membrane proteins. In addition
to lipids, proteins and nucleic acids, cells contain sugar molecules
carrying out crucial biological functions and storing energy. Sugars
may attach to proteins or lipids and form extremely complex poly-
mers, the polysaccharides. Many small molecules, metabolites, and
ions are further central ingredients necessary for life [Goo09]; actu-
ally they are frequently present and important in structural data. A
few examples include energy-providing ATP, electron-transporting
NAD and other prosthetic groups.
2.2. Molecular structure acquisition
In vitro experiments provide a key resource for molecular
structural data based on the following three techniques: X-ray
crystallography [Woo97], which potentially leads to the highest
resolution data when crystals can be obtained; nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy (NMR) [Wüt86] determining structural
ensembles rather than a single structure; cryo-electron microscopy
(cryo-EM) [vHGM*00] allowing the determination of large
structures, but requiring an image-based reconstruction with
limited resolution. Visualization can aid the structure determination
process as a complement to image processing and classification
algorithms.
Molecular simulation is a useful method to study the dynamic
behavior of previously determined molecular structures. It allows
scientists to study the effect of different environmental parameters
and the interaction with other molecules. Modern GPU-accelerated
quantum mechanics simulations can still only simulate small pro-
teins [KLUM12]. Thus, for larger systems, the most frequently used
methods are Monte Carlo (MC) sampling and molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations. An introduction to these methods can be found
in the textbook by Frenkel and Smit [SF02]. Both methods usually
do not model quantum mechanical effects explicitly but incorporate
such effects only through classical molecular force fields. Hybrid
MC methods have been developed to combine the merits of both
methods. If the molecular systems to be simulated become very
large (several million to billion of atoms), it is computationally
very expensive to simulate the system for relevant time intervals
of milliseconds or even seconds. Although Shaw et al. [SGB*14]
demonstrated that it is possible to run ribosome-sized simulations
of a few million atoms at multiple microseconds per day, in most
cases it is still necessary to abstract from atomic resolution and
move to coarse-grained models. Here, groups of atoms instead of
single atoms are considered as the smallest unit. Depending on the
molecular systems, several types of coarse-grained models can be
adopted (see, e.g., [Cle08]). Recently, Krieger and Vriend [KV15]
introduced a set of algorithms to improve the performance of MD
simulations. If a simulation process is mainly controlled by dif-
fusion, Brownian Dynamics is often used as a complementary
approach to MD [AM06].
The results of molecular modelling and simulation methods are
trajectories of coordinates of particles. In the case of all-atom sim-
ulations, these particles are atoms while for coarse-grained simula-
tions, each particle represents the centre of mass of a molecule or a
group of atoms.
In contrast to the molecular simulation techniques men-
tioned above, normal mode analysis (NMA) calculates large-
amplitude molecular motions without simulating the motion of a
molecule [BR05]. It is much faster than classical molecular sim-
ulation and, thus, allows the study of large-scale macromolecular
motions taking place at a long time scale, while trading accuracy.
Recently, Johnson et al. developed a semi-automatic mod-
elling tool called cellPack [JAAA*15] that computes a packing of
molecules to form comprehensive models of very complex molec-
ular systems up to mesoscopic length scales.
Another data source are biochemical reaction models, which
can be categorized roughly as kinetic models and particle-based
ones. Kinetic models are typically described by pathway networks
augmented with spatial information at times. In contrast, the
focus of particle-based models lies on the action and interaction of
individual agents, i.e. the particles. An agent is assigned with a set of
rules of how to behave in a certain environment and how to interact
with other agents, i.e. other molecules. Popular frameworks for sim-
ulating cellular environments with particles include MCell [SB01],
c© 2016 The Authors
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ChemCell [PS05], and Smoldyn [AABA10], covering membrane
interaction, diffusion, and reactions. The computational cost of
agent-based simulations is usually very high and time-consuming
compared to kinetic models. Another efficient method to study
biochemical reaction models is stochastic simulation [Gil07]. As
recently shown [RSLS13], the chemical master equation and the
reaction-diffusion master equation, both underlying stochastic
simulations, can be efficiently sampled on GPUs, speeding up the
computation by up to two orders of magnitude.
3. Taxonomy
Figure 1 depicts the taxonomy that is used to classify the methods
covered by this report. We distinguish between four major areas
shown as quadrants in the figure. These quadrants are defined by the
type of visualization along the horizontal axis and the data scale on
the vertical axis. The types of visualization can be subdivided into
showing static geometry (left side) or depicting an animation (right
side). Visualizing static geometry results in a still image. Such an
image can nonetheless show dynamic properties or attributes derived
from these. The animation on the other hand focuses on real-time
playback to further emphasize features related to dynamics. Instead
of showing a pre-rendered movie, the animation is computed and
shown on demand. In both cases, the visualization typically allows
for interactive adjustment of parameters like camera settings by the
user.
The vertical axis corresponds to the scale of the underlying data
that is visualized. Although being continuous, this axis can be di-
vided into two major areas with respect to molecular visualiza-
tion. The intramolecular scale ranges from atomistic data on the
atomic scale to coarse-grained molecular models. The intermolec-
ular scale covers coarse models up to the mesoscopic level, where
entire molecules are considered as a single entity. The actual scale
of the data mostly depends on the data acquisition, e.g. molecu-
lar structures obtained by NMR or results of mesoscopic intracel-
lular simulations. Please note that coarse data might be enriched
in the visualization to add more details. One example of such an
augmentation is the replacement of structural data on the inter-
molecular scale with details on the atomistic scale, i.e. individual
atoms. Furthermore, additional bioinformatics data like phyloge-
netic trees and other biomolecular information can be included
as well.
The coloured areas in Figure 1 correspond to the various con-
cepts discussed in the subsequent sections. Their positions coincide
with the type of visualization and data scale where the respec-
tive methods and algorithms are typically applicable to. Molecular
representation models (green) are described in Section 4. These
representations can be divided into atomistic models (Section 4.1),
illustrative and abstract models (Section 4.2), and structural level
of detail (Section 4.3). They can be applied to visualize static and
dynamic attributes on the intramolecular scale. One exception is
the depiction of atomistic detail on the intermolecular scale, which
utilizes the enrichment described above (cf. Section 4.3). The re-
maining areas can be summarized under the term of visualization
of molecular dynamics (Section 6). This includes the visualiza-
tion of flexibility (red, Section 6.1), volumetric representations and
aggregation (yellow, Section 6.2), interactive and steered simula-
tions (orange, Section 6.3), visualization of molecular reactions
(violet, Section 6.4), and visualization of quantum effects (blue,
Section 6.5). The techniques for molecular rendering described in
Section 5 are not included in the taxonomy, since they are generally
applicable to the majority of molecular visualizations.
4. Molecular Representation Models
In chemistry, many three-dimensional molecular models have been
developed that show different attributes of the depicted molecule.
The choice of the molecular model used for data visualization de-
pends on the intended analysis task. The models can be classified
into atomistic ones (Section 4.1) and abstract ones (Section 4.2),
as is shown in the illustrated taxonomy in Figure 1. Large molec-
ular systems are often depicted using level of detail visualizations
(Section 4.3), which include continuous representations as defined
by Goodsell [Goo99] that simplify the atomic details.
4.1. Atomistic models
Atomistic models directly depict the atoms of a molecule. The
atomic structure plays an essential role in determining molecular
properties. Atomistic representations model discrete entities and can
be used in molecular systems consisting of up to millions of atoms.
They can be classified into models that focus on atomic bonds and
surface models that show the interface between a molecule and its
environment.
In traditional interactive molecular graphics, molecular models
are typically triangulated, since GPUs are designed for fast tri-
angle rendering. To achieve a reasonable quality, however, often
many triangles are required, which can impede interactivity. Since
many models can be decomposed into simple implicit surfaces,
e.g. spheres and cylinders, modern GPU-based glyph ray casting as
presented by Gumhold [Gum03] to render ellipsoids became more
efficient. The general idea is to render a projection of a primitive that
encloses the implicit surface (i.e. glyph). Then, for each fragment
of said primitive, the intersection of the view ray with the implicit
surface is computed in the fragment shader. Reina and Ertl [RE05]
used a combined ray casting of spheres and cylinders to visualize
mono- and dipoles in MD data. Sigg et al. [SWBG06] formulated a
general concept for ray casting arbitrary quadrics on the GPU. GPU-
based ray casting can still be seen as the current state-of-the-art. It
enables rendering a massive number of simple surfaces in real-time
with pixel-perfect quality for any zoom level.
4.1.1. Bond-centric models
Visualizing chemical bonds between atoms helps to understand and
to predict many chemical properties of the given molecule. Bond-
centric models that display the chemical bonds between individual
atoms of the molecular system were designed for this purpose. The
most often used bond-centric model visualizing only bonds is called
licorice or stick model. The bonds can be augmented with the atoms
forming these bonds, which results in a representation called ball-
and-stick, which is one of the oldest and most often used structural
representations.
c© 2016 The Authors
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Figure 1: Illustrated taxonomy of the literature about molecular visualization covered by this report. Miniatures created by or taken
from [CDB*15, FKRE10, FKE13, HDS96, KSS*14, LBH12, LTDS*13, LMWPV15, PJR*14, vdZLBI11].
The simplest representation of bonds is the lines model. More
sophisticated visualizations represent the bonds by cylinders and
atoms by spheres. As described above, GPU-based ray casting is
much more efficient and achieves higher visual quality than triangle-
based rendering for such implicit objects. However, most modern
techniques for bond representation are descendants of techniques
and software tools that came out in the late 1980s and early 1990s
[FPE*89, MEP92].
Chavent et al. [CVT*11] introduced a novel representation called
HyperBalls. Instead of the traditional stick representation of bonds,
it smoothly connects atom spheres by hyperboloids. Hyperboloids
can be defined by a cubic equation, which makes them suitable for
GPU-based ray casting.
4.1.2. Surface models
Space-filling Models and Van der Waals Surfaces. The simplest
and probably most often used molecular model is the space-filling
or calotte model. Here, each atom is represented by a sphere whose
radius is proportional to the atomic radius, e.g. covalent radius, of the
respective element. The surface is then defined as the outer surface
of the union of all atom spheres (blue spheres in Figure 3). The
van der Waals (vdW) surface [Ric77] is a space-filling model where
the radius of the atom spheres is proportional to the van der Waals
radius. This surface shows the molecular volume, that is, it illustrates
the spatial volume the molecule occupies. The vdW surface is the
basis of most other molecular surface representations (Figure 4).
In 1995, Sayle and Milner-White presented the molecular graphics
tool RasMol [SMW95], which was one of the first tools supporting
fast visualization of the vdW representation and exploited CPUs for
rendering. Nowadays, GPU-based ray casting of the vdW spheres
is the fastest way to visualize the vdW surface of several million
of atoms [GRE09]. Recently, further techniques were proposed to
handle even larger data sets (see Section 4.3).
Solvent Accessible Surface. Lee and Richards defined one of the
first extensions to the vdW surface, the solvent accessible surface
(SAS) [LR71]. The idea is to show all regions of a molecule that can
be accessed by a solvent molecule. To simplify the computation, the
solvent molecule is approximated by a single sphere—the probe.
The SAS is described by the centre of the probe while rolling over
the vdW surface (see Figure 3). During this process, the probe
always touches the vdW surface but never penetrates it. All points
outside the surface can be geometrically accessed by the centre of
the probe and, thus, probably also by the solvent. Consequently, all
atom spheres contributing to the SAS are accessible to a molecule
with radius equal to or smaller than the probe radius. This makes the
SAS feasible for analyzing possible binding partners or transport
channels. The disadvantage of the SAS, however, is that it does
not faithfully show the molecular volume since the molecule is
inflated. This can lead to intersections with other molecules, e.g.
when visualizing a molecular simulation. The SAS is identical with
the vdW surface where each vdW radius is extended by the radius
c© 2016 The Authors
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of the probe. All visualization techniques for the vdW surface can
also be used to render the SAS.
Solvent Excluded Surface. In 1977, Richards [Ric77] defined the
first smooth molecular surface (see Figure 4) based on the idea
of the SAS. Instead of taking the centre of the probe that rolls
over the atoms, he suggested to use the boundary of the spherical
probe (see Figure 3). This combines the advantages of both pre-
vious surfaces, the better size representation of the vdW surface
and the accessibility visualization of the SAS. Greer and Bush gave
an alternative definition [GB78], which is equivalent to the one
of Richards. They defined the surface as the topological boundary
of the union of all possible probe spheres that do not penetrate
any atom of the molecule. Their work coined the term solvent ex-
cluded surface (SES). Figure 2 gives an overview of all publications
concerning SES visualization. Mathematically, the SES is composed
of three types of patches: Convex spherical patches occur where the
probe touches exactly one atom; toroidal patches are tracks where
the probe touches exactly two atoms; concave spherical patches
occur where the probe lies in a fixed position, touching exactly
three atoms. At the patch boundaries, where two or more patches
fit together, the surface is C1-continuous, i.e. the SES is smooth.
However, the surface can contain self-intersections, also called ‘sin-
gularities’ [SOS96]. Here, the surface has sharp edges and is only
C0-continuous. Two types of singularities can occur when the atoms
lie too far away from each other. The first type is the self-intersection
of toroidal patches. This type occurs when the probe intersects the
axis of revolution through the two atom positions, thereby creating
a spindle torus. The second type occurs when two or more concave
spherical patches intersect.
The algorithms for computing the SES fall into two categories.
The first comprises all methods that compute the surface by dis-
cretizing the space R3. These approaches usually compute a dis-
crete scalar field from which an isosurface is extracted, either by
triangulation via Marching Cubes [LC87] or by direct isosurface
ray marching. Two of the fastest approaches in this research area
were presented by Can et al. [CCW06] and Yu [Yu09]. Although
these algorithms are typically easy to implement, the computation
time and memory requirements increase cubically with the grid res-
olution. The second category contains all methods that compute an
analytical representation of the surface by determining the implicit
surface equations of all patches. In 1983, Connolly [Con83] pre-
sented the equations to compute the SES analytically and the first
algorithm based on this. Varshney et al. [VBW94] proposed a paral-
lel algorithm based on the computation of an approximate Voronoi
diagram. Edelsbrunner and Mücke [EM94] introduced alpha shapes
that can be used to compute the SES. Sanner et al. [SOS96] pre-
sented the reduced surface (RS) algorithm. This algorithm is very
efficient but iterative and, thus, not easily parallelizable. The RS
can be updated partially in order to support dynamic data [SO97].
In 2009, Krone et al. [KBE09] achieved interactive frame rates for
dynamic molecules with a few thousands of atoms using an opti-
mized implementation of the RS algorithm. In 1996, the same year
Sanner et al. presented their reduced surface algorithm, Totrov and
Abagyan [TA96] proposed the contour-buildup (CB) algorithm. It
directly computes the track of the probe on each atom surface and
therefore is embarrassingly parallel. Lindow et al. [LBPH10] pre-
sented a parallel CB algorithm using OpenMP, which allowed the
user to visualize dynamic molecules with up to 104 atoms on 6
core systems. Krone et al. [KGE11] parallelized the CB algorithm
for GPUs, which further accelerated the SES computation and en-
abled the interactive visualization of dynamic molecules with up to
105 atoms. These two methods are currently the fastest analytical
techniques to compute the SES.
For rendering, the SES was traditionally tessellated. Examples for
very accurate tessellations are the one by Sanner et al. [SOS96] and
the one by Laug and Borouchaki [LB02]. Later, Zhao et al. [ZXB07]
proposed a triangulation that approximates the patches by spline
surfaces to simplify the triangulation. One of the fastest meth-
ods was proposed by Ryu et al. [RCK09] using subdivision
surfaces. Their approach, however, is not able to handle all possible
singularities.
Triangulating the SES is computationally expensive and usually
takes seconds for mid-sized proteins. In 2009, Krone et al. [KBE09]
thus used GPU-based ray casting to render the three types of sur-
face patches. As mentioned above, it yields not only pixel-perfect
image quality but is also much faster, even though quartic equations
have to be solved. Krone et al. also handled the self-intersections of
the SES patches using ray casting. Lindow et al. [LBPH10] pre-
sented a slightly improved ray casting that uses the geometry shader
to optimize the rasterization of primitives, which is approximately
30% faster. To optimize the ray casting performance, the parts of
the convex spherical patches lying inside the SES were not clipped
in these previous methods. Hence, the surface could be visualized
only opaquely or with a simple blending of the front face. Semi-
transparent or clipped visualizations, however, require a complete
clipping of these patches. A solution for this was described by
Kauker et al. [KKP*13]. Recently, Jurčı́k et al. [JPSK16] presented
an improved transparent rendering of the SES based on the fast
GPU-accelerated SES computation of Krone et al. [KGE11]. Ray
casting is currently the fastest techniques to visualize the SES while
also offering the highest image quality.
In 2012, Parulek and Viola presented the first ray casting of the
SES that does not need a pre-computation of the analytical descrip-
tion of the surface [PV12]. They use a modified sphere tracing and
directly compute the implicit description of the surface based on
the local neighbourhood of the ray. This enables the direct visual-
ization of the SES for dynamic molecular data. However, due to the
complexity of this extended ray casting, interactive frame rates are
only achieved for molecules up to 2,000 atoms. The technique also
offers a level of detail strategy that improves the rendering perfor-
mance, but can lead to pixel artefacts, e.g. at singularities and patch
boundaries. Details can be found in the STAR by Patane and Spag-
nuolo [PS15] on geometric and implicit modelling for molecular
surfaces.
Decherchi and Rocchia [DR13] presented a combination of tri-
angulation and ray casting. Their algorithm computes the analytical
description of the SES and performs a ray casting along a 3D grid
from which the surface is triangulated using Marching Cubes. Al-
though they managed to accelerate the triangulation of the SES,
the overall speed and visual quality cannot compete with direct ray
casting.
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Figure 2: A graph showing the chronology and relation of publications addressing the visualization of solvent excluded surfaces.
Figure 4: Comparison between different molecular surfaces of the protein isomerase (PDB ID: 1OGZ). (a) vdW surface, (b) SES with probe
radius 1.4 Å, (c) LES for equilenine, (d) MSS with shrink factor 0.35 and (e) Gaussian convolution surface with standard deviation equal
to the atom radius. The ligand equilenine (red) is shown as (a), (e) stick, (b), (d) ball-and-stick, or (c) vdW surface. In all examples, depth
cueing, screen-space ambient occlusion and silhouettes were applied.
Figure 3: 2D schematic of vdW surface (blue), SAS (yellow) and
SES (red). The SAS and SES are defined by a spherical probe (grey)
that rolls over the vdW surface.
Molecular Skin Surface. Edelsbrunner presented a new smooth
surface for a finite set of input spheres, called skin surface [Ede99].
Its shape depends on a single parameter s ∈ (0, 1], the shrink fac-
tor. The molecular skin surface (MSS) is the application of the
skin surface to the vdW spheres of the atoms. The main advan-
tage of the MSS over the SES is that the surface is completely
C1-continuous (see Figure 4). Furthermore, it can be decomposed
into patches of quadrics. However, the MSS has no biophysical
background. Kruithof and Vegter [KV07] presented a tessellation
approach for the MSS. Cheng and Shi [CS09] developed a trian-
gulation algorithm that achieves a higher quality but is very time
consuming. A very fast triangulation was presented by Decher-
chi and Rocchia [DR13] following the same strategy as their SES
approach. However, it does not necessarily preserve the full sur-
face topology. To achieve fast, high-quality visualization, Chavent
et al. [CLM08] presented the first GPU-based ray casting of the
MSS. The long run times of their implementation for the construc-
tion of the MSS, however, prevented the use for dynamic molecular
data. In 2010, Lindow et al. [LBPH10] presented an accelerated
computation using the same idea that Varshney et al. [VBW94] ap-
plied to compute the SES. They also optimized the ray casting of
the MSS. As result of both improvements, interactive MSS visual-
ization of dynamic molecules with a few thousand atoms became
possible.
Ligand Excluded Surfaces. The ligand excluded surface is a gen-
eralization of the SES (see Figure 4). It was recently proposed by
Lindow et al. [LBH14]. In contrast to the SES, the LES does not
approximate the ligand by a sphere but uses the full and potentially
dynamic geometry defined by the ligand’s vdW surfaces. Thus, the
LES shows the geometrical surface that a specific ligand can access
when approaching the molecule. An analytical computation of the
LES is difficult. Lindow et al. therefore proposed an algorithm to
compute the surface by discretizing the possible ligand positions,
orientations, and dynamics. While the LES provides the most accu-
rate accessibility for a specific ligand, its computation takes several
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minutes for mid-sized proteins and a reasonable surface quality.
Thus, if interactivity is required, the SES is favourable. The LES
should be favoured if a more detailed view of a static molecule is
needed.
Convolution Surface Models. Blinn [Bli82] introduced implicit
modelling as an approximation of the molecular surface in 1982.
He proposed the use of a Gaussian convolution kernel (see
Figure 4) in order to blend atom potentials to represent the elec-
tron density function. The resulting surface is commonly known
as Metaballs, blobby surfaces, or convolution surfaces [VFG98].
Such a summation-based model, however, generally lacks infor-
mation of the associated solvent molecule. Therefore, Grant and
Pickup [GP95] determined the parameters for the Gaussian-based
model to mimic the volume and solvent accessible surface area for
different solvent probe sizes.
There are several other kernels mentioned in the literature that
can be used as alternative kernel functions [She99], i.e. avoiding
computationally expensive exponential functions. One of the main
advantages of kernel-based models is the simplicity of the repre-
sentation and model evaluation. For instance, the function to be
evaluated has linear time complexity and the final formula can be
expressed analytically. In 2013, Parulek and Brambilla [PB13] pro-
posed another implicit model with linear complexity although its
definition is not purely analytical compared, e.g. to the Gaussian
model. On the other hand, it resembles the SES more closely than
the kernel-based approaches (Figure 5). The main reason lies in
the fact that the implicit function evaluation incorporates the sol-
vent, represented by a sphere of a specific radius. An implicit space
mapping is then exploited to approximate the circular distance to
individual atoms.
In 2008, Kanamori et al. [KSN08] proposed an efficient technique
for ray casting the kernel-based models. It employs Bezier clipping
to quickly compute an intersection between a ray and the surface.
The GPU implementation exploits depth peeling to retrieve con-
tributing spheres for the actual ray segment, where the iso-surface
point is then evaluated through the Bezier clipping technique. To
further speed-up the algorithm, Szecsi and Illes [SI12] suggested to
employ fragment linked lists or an A-Buffer to avoid the multi-pass
rendering required by depth peeling.
In order to visualize models based on implicits, they are often
discretized on a regular grid prior to rendering. Subsequently, a
triangle mesh can be extracted for rendering, e.g. using Marching
Cubes. However, when dealing with complex shapes such as molec-
ular surfaces, a very fine-grained tessellation is needed for a fully
detailed surface representation. To remove this limitation, Krone
et al. [KSES12] proposed an interactive visualization method to
extract and render a triangulated molecular surface based on
Gaussian kernels. They efficiently exploited GPGPU capabil-
ities to discretize the density field, which is then processed
by a GPU-accelerated Marching Cubes algorithm. The ren-
dering performance depends on the resolution of the den-
sity grid as well as on the number of atoms. Their method
achieves interactive frame rates even for molecules counting
millions of atoms due to the high degree of parallelism and
Figure 5: Molecular surface for proliferating cell nuclear antigen
(PDB ID: 4D2G) represented by an implicit model [PB13]. The
images show the result for different solvent radii: 1.4 Å (left) and
2.2 Å (right).
is currently among the fastest molecular surface extraction
algorithms.
4.2. Illustrative and abstract models
Apart from molecular models that directly depict the atoms of a
molecule, several abstract models have been established. An abstract
model might illustrate a special feature of the molecule, which is not
or at least not clearly and easily discernible in an atomistic model.
These models can also lead to sparse representations, which might
be easier to understand or reduce occlusion. Abstract representation
can also be useful for very large molecular complexes, for which
often not the individual atoms but the overall shape is of interest.
4.2.1. Representations of molecular architecture
Very early on, the conceptualization of complex macromolecular
assemblies motivated scientists to simplify computer graphics im-
ages representing these entities. Visual abstraction of the molecular
architecture often shows important structural features more clearly
than a full-detail atomistic representation [MM04], e.g. using ab-
stractions for molecular subunit structures [NCS85]. Goddard and
Ferrin alternatively refer to such abstractions as multiple levels of
detail that match the underlying structural hierarchy of molecular
assemblies [GF07]. As our understanding of biological structures
progresses, the need for new abstractions may arise such as it was
the case for representing the bases of nucleic acid polymers and,
more recently, carbohydrates.
In 1981, Richardson [Ric81] introduced the cartoon representa-
tion for proteins, which depicts the secondary structure as ribbons
and arrows. Since then, a variety of cartoon renderings have been de-
veloped that vary the graphical appearance, e.g. using straight cylin-
ders for helices (see Figure 6). One of the earliest implementations
of the cartoon model was the Ribbons program [CB86], which was
influential to subsequent work. Its successor Ribbons 2.0 [Car91]
provided interactive visualization. A current challenge is to improve
the efficiency for the interactive visualization of large, dynamic pro-
teins. This can for example be achieved by mesh-refinement tech-
niques at the software level [HOF04] or by moving to GPUs at
the hardware level. TexMol by Bajaj et al. [BDST04] implements
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Figure 6: Two possible cartoon renderings of the same protein
(PDB ID: 1OGZ). Left: Ribbon-shaped arrows show the direction of
the amino acid chain for the β-sheets while the α-helices are stylized
as cylinders. Right: Rounded ribbons are used to illustrate sheets
and helices. The semi-transparent SES is shown for reference. The
ligand equilenine (red) is visualized in ball-and-stick representation.
helix ray casting by using impostor-based GPU shaders instead
of tessellated geometry. Several GPU implementations that gen-
erate the geometry on the fly were proposed, starting with Krone
et al. [KBE08] comparing CPU, hybrid CPU/GPU, and full GPU
implementations that exploit the geometry shader. Although with the
graphics hardware at that time the best performance was achieved
by the CPU implementation, this might be no longer the case due
to recent GPU developments. Using a hybrid CPU/GPU approach
that uses only vertex shaders, Wahle and Birmanns [WB11] re-
port a near three-fold speed-up for their cartoon implementation.
Recently, Hermosilla et al. [HGVV15] used tessellation shaders to
further speed up the on-the-fly generation of the cartoon model. New
variants of helix abstractions, with the aim to map simulation anal-
ysis data onto them, were proposed by Dahl et al. [DCS12]. Wang
et al. [WQC*15] presented a method that increases the accuracy of
the helix pitch.
Vehlow et al. [VPL11] presented a tool that shows contact maps
of the amino acids within a protein together with a 3D represen-
tation. Users can analyze the protein structure and compare amino
acid contacts of different folds of a protein. The visualization was
inspired by Ramachandran plots [RRS63], which show the back-
bone torsion angles of a protein. These plots are used to identify
secondary structure elements (e.g. helices or sheets) of proteins and
as an indicator for the quality of experimentally derived structures.
Abstracted representations are also used for DNA and RNA. DNA
is commonly depicted by a ladder-like double helix representing the
phosphate-sugar backbone by a ribbon or tube and the nucleotide
bases by sticks or ellipsoids. Many tools feature such depictions, e.g.
VMD [HDS96], PyMOL [DeL02], or Chimera [CHF06]. Ellipsoids
are also used as a generic abstraction shape for a variety of structural
elements in diverse classes of molecules [GMG08, AP09]. RiboVi-
sion by Bernier et al. [BPW*14] is a specialized visualization tool
for the structure of the RNA in ribosomes. It uses a combination of
1D plots, 2D sequence diagrams, and 3D visualization using linked
views. This allows users a comprehensive analysis of the structure
of RNA molecules.
Although glycoscience is an active field of research, there are only
few abstracted representations tailored to carbohydrate molecules.
Some simple geometric abstractions of the atomic ring structures
have been developed over the last decade, e.g. [CKSG09, PTIB14].
4.2.2. Surface abstractions
Molecular surface abstractions are typically based on the established
molecular surface models detailed in Section 4.1.2. As explained in
Section 2, biological macromolecules like proteins and DNA or
RNA are composed of small molecular building blocks, namely
amino acids in case of proteins and nucleotides in case of DNA
or RNA. In a simple abstraction of the vdW surface one repre-
sents these building blocks by one or more tight-fitting bounding
spheres that contain the individual atoms (e.g. beads representation
in the molecular visualization tool VMD [HDS96]). In case of a
protein, this simplification reduces the number of spheres on aver-
age by an order of magnitude, while maintaining the general shape of
the protein. Similar simplifications are also used in coarse-grained
molecular simulations to reduce the complexity and computation
time [Toz05, Cle08]. Since the resulting surface abstraction consists
of spheres, fast GPU-based ray casting can be used for rendering.
The convolution surfaces mentioned above can be used to ob-
tain a smooth surface abstraction if correct parameter values are
chosen. A larger kernel function in combination with a higher iso-
value for the surface extraction results in a smoother surface that
shows the general shape of a molecule instead of individual atoms.
Such smoothed surfaces are especially useful for large molecular
complexes consisting of up to several millions of atoms like virus
capsids [KSES12].
Cipriano and Gleicher [CG07] presented a surface abstraction
technique based on a triangulation of the SES. It smoothens surface
parts that have low frequency and are, therefore, deemed less impor-
tant while maintaining salient surface features. Textures can be used
to highlight removed surface features such as bumps or indentations
as well as binding sites for ligands.
Several techniques that map a molecular surface mesh (typically
a triangulated SES) to a spherical coordinate system have been
proposed. Rahi and Sharp [RS07] developed a method that uses a
parametrization based on spherical coordinates to map the triangles
of a molecular surface onto a sphere. The technique of Postarnake-
vich and Singh [PS09] uses a force-directed approach to deform
a bounding sphere until it matches the SES, thereby creating a
mapping between the SES and the sphere. Using this mapping,
the sphere can be coloured according to physico-chemical proper-
ties of the molecule or according to the path length of the sphere
deformation to highlight the shape of the original SES. Hass and
Koehl [HK14] use a conformal mapping between the molecular sur-
face and a bounding sphere to measure how spherical the molecule
is. They also propose to use their spherical representation to compare
molecules.
4.3. Structural level of detail
Molecular visualization often aims to render large molecular struc-
tures and systems in real time. However, at a certain size of molecular
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data it becomes even difficult to visualize simple models, like the
vdW surface. Since displays are restricted in the number of pixels,
in scenes with many million atoms, most atoms are either not inside
the view frustum, occluded, or so distant to the camera that their
projection is significantly smaller than a pixel. Level of detail (LOD)
strategies can be applied to handle such problems. On the one hand,
LOD methods can be semantic, that is, show an abstract version
of the molecular structure; such approaches are especially useful to
reduce clutter. On the other hand, LOD methods are often used to
enhance the rendering performance, e.g. by detecting elements in
the scene that are occluded by others or by using low-detail proxies
for distant objects. Most existing methods present a seamless visual
abstraction, incorporating different levels of abstraction into one
molecular model.
When focusing on the semantics, molecular systems may be vi-
sualized with various degrees of structural abstraction, i.e. different
parts of the system are rendered using different representations. Van
der Zwan et al. [vdZLBI11] described a GPU implementation for
visualizing continuous transitions between vdW surface, ball-and-
stick, and cartoon model. They also proposed methods to support
spatial perception and enhance illustrative power (cf. Section 5).
On the other hand, there are several solutions that focus on the
spatial arrangement of molecules. Bajaj et al. [BDST04] presented
a biochemically sensitive LOD hierarchy for molecular represen-
tations. Their hierarchical image-based rendering also allows map-
ping of dynamically computed physical properties onto molecular
surfaces.
Later, Lee et al. [LPK06] introduced an algorithm for view-
dependent real-time surface rendering of large-scale molecular mod-
els. Their approach combines an adaptive LOD visualization of the
molecular model with a high quality rendering of the active site. It
is based on a two-step view-dependent method: In a pre-processing
stage, the mesh representing the molecular surface is simplified
and classified to different LODs; in a real-time rendering stage,
hierarchical LOD models which are stored in a bounding tree are
constructed to increase the performance.
Convolution surfaces like the fast molecular surface extraction
by Krone et al. [KSES12] can also be used for LOD renderings.
As mentioned in Section 4.2.2, this approach is able to display
the structural detail on a continuous scale, ranging from atomic
detail to reduced detail visual representations based on the chosen
grid resolution and density kernel function. Furthermore, groups of
adjacent particles can be replaced by their bounding spheres, similar
to coarse-graining. If these spheres are used as an input for the
convolution surface calculation, the resulting surface approximates
the original shape with reduced detail.
There are a couple of methods that focus in the GPU-accelerated
rendering of partly rigid structures. These methods essentially cre-
ate an inverse LOD: the input data are only molecular positions
from which an all-atom representation is reconstructed. Lampe
et al. [LVRH07] proposed a two-level approach to visualize large,
dynamic protein complexes. In the first level, each residue is reduced
to a single vertex based on its rigid transformation. In the second
level, the geometry shader reconstructs the atoms of the residue
based on the position and orientation. The atom spheres are ray-cast
in the fragment shader. An additional feature is the fish-eye distor-
Figure 7: Illustrative visualization of a virus (HIV) generated by
cellVIEW [LMAPV15].
tion, which allows the user to get a better view inside the protein.
This approach results in a three-fold rendering speedup; however,
internal transformations of the residues are not possible. In order to
minimize the data transfer to the GPU, Le Muzic et al. [LMPSV14]
extended this approach by storing the atom positions of a whole
molecule in a texture. Each instance of the molecule is then formed
just by a single vertex, where the atom positions are reconstructed
using the tessellation and geometry shader. Furthermore, an LOD
approach is applied, which linearly summarizes adjacent atoms into
a single sphere depending on the distance to the camera. In contrast
to Lampe et al. [LVRH07], this LOD approach is not restricted to
protein data. Later on, Le Muzic et al. [LMAPV15] presented a sys-
tem, cellVIEW, to interactively visualize large molecular datasets
using the Unity3D game engine (see Figure 7). The exploited tech-
niques further advanced the performance of atomistic visualization
by means of a real-time LOD selection technique implemented in
the tessellation shader. The proposed approach allows to render
datasets containing 15 billion atoms at 60 fps.
In 2012, Lindow et al. [LBH12] presented an approach similar to
those of Le Muzic et al. [LMPSV14, LMAPV15], where the atomic
data is stored in a 3D voxel grid on the GPU. During ray casting, a
fast ray-voxel traversal is used and only spheres in the current voxel
are tested for intersection. For very large data sets, the rendering is
much faster than direct ray casting [RE05, SWBG06] or even the
two-stage culling approach by Grottel et al. [GRDE10]. Further-
more, the method exploits the fact that most biological structures,
like microtubules and actin filaments, consist of recurring substruc-
tures. Hence, only one grid is created for each substructure of which
many instances can be rendered with different rigid transforma-
tions. This approach can be used to interactively visualize biolog-
ical scenes on atomic detail bridging five orders of magnitude in
length scale with billions of atoms (see Figure 8). Shortly after,
Falk et al. [FKE13] accelerated the technique using a hierarchical
LOD: if the projection of a grid cell is smaller than a pixel, it is
not necessary to perform ray casting for the spheres in this cell. It
is only checked if the cell is empty or not. The same applies when
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Figure 8: Microtubules reconstructed from electron tomography
data and visualized as vdW surface using the approach by Lindow
et al. [LBH12] with at least 3 fps on an NVIDIA Geforce GTX 470. The
data set contains 4025 microtubules consisting of approximately 10
billion atoms.
the whole grid becomes smaller than one pixel. They also split the
scene into several rendering passes. In each pass, the depth buffer
of the previous pass is used for a depth test to avoid unnecessary
ray casting operations. They also presented a generalization of the
approach for instances of triangulated objects, which enables the
user to visualize complex models like molecular surfaces.
Another view-dependent abstraction was proposed by Arndt
et al., which is implemented in the GENOME tool [AAZ*11]. They
use different simple geometric abstractions to reduce detail in or-
der to visualize the whole human genome. The simplified geometry
makes it easier to identify particular components like histone pro-
teins in an overview.
Parulek et al. [PJR*14] introduced a LOD method for fast render-
ing of molecular surfaces. Their method combines three molecular
surface representations—SES, Gaussian convolution surface, and
vdW surface—using linear interpolation (see Figure 1). The choice
of the respective model is driven by an importance function that
classifies the scene into three fields, depending on the distance from
the camera. The hierarchical abstraction incorporates a customized
shading that further emphasizes the LOD. The A-buffer technique
is used to improve the performance.
5. Molecular Rendering
The visualization of molecular dynamics data is often crowded and
features a high visual complexity besides a high depth complex-
ity. Advanced real-time rendering and shading methods cannot only
enhance the image quality but also enhance the perception of geo-
metric shapes and depth complexity in the scene. The main aspects
related to molecular visualization are shading and various depth
cues including ambient occlusion effects. The most commonly ap-
plied techniques in this context are discussed in the following. All
methods listed below have in common that they can be computed
for dynamic data in real-time.
The colour of the rendered representations is usually obtained
from the type of the atoms, chains, functional units, bonds, or other
derived attributes. The oldest and most simple colouring method is
Figure 9: Non-photorealistic rendering of two proteins (PDB ID:
4A97) resembling the style used by Goodsell [Goo] for his Molecule-
of-the-Month. Image made with MegaMol [GKM*15].
to assign individual colours to the chemical elements. Biochemical
properties of the molecules are usually colour-coded onto the atoms.
Other properties that can be mapped onto all types of molecu-
lar models using per-atom colouring include for example B-factor,
flexibility, hydrophobicity, amino acid chain, or partial charge. The
prevalent shading models used for illumination in molecular visu-
alization are Phong [Pho75] and Blinn-Phong [Bli77]. However,
specular highlights created with both models tend to create artefacts
due to high frequencies. Grottel et al. [GRDE10] proposed a normal
correction scheme to smooth out these high frequencies between ad-
jacent normals of distant objects. This normal correction results in
a more continuous lighting that creates surface-like impressions for
distant molecules [GRDE10, LBH12].
Inspired by hand-drawn illustrations of the molecular interior
of cells done by David Goodsell [Goo09, Goo], toon shading is
often used to produce artistic or non-photorealistic renderings with
a comic-like look. In Figure 9, this type of shading is applied to the
protein B-Raf.
Illustrative representations using line drawings consisting of fea-
ture lines and hatching have a long tradition in molecular rendering.
See [RCDF08] for an overview on line drawings. In particular,
contour lines are widely applied in molecular visualization (see,
e.g, [TCM06, LVRH07, KBE09]). Goodsell and Olson use several
types of hatching to illustrate molecular surfaces [GO92]. Contour
lines and hatching have also been applied to yield a continuous
abstraction between an atomistic model and a cartoon model of
a protein [vdZLBI11]. The ProteinShader tool by Weber [Web09]
offers line-based real-time illustrative rendering for cartoon repre-
sentations of proteins. Lawonn et al. [LKEP14] combined feature
lines and hatching to emphasize important features on molecular
surfaces. The method is based on line integral convolution (LIC)
on the vector field of the illumination gradient, which emphasizes
salient surface regions. Figure 10 shows examples for illustrative
visualizations of proteins.
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Figure 10: Illustrative line renderings of two molecules: surface
structure (left, image source: [LKEP14]; PDB ID: 1OGZ) and car-
toon representation (right, made with ProteinShader [Web09]; PDB
ID: 1RWE).
Figure 11: Rendering of a virus capsid (PDB ID: 1SVA) with lo-
cal illumination (left) and ambient occlusion (right). Unlike the
local lighting, the ambient occlusion highlights the capsid structure
clearly (made with MegaMol [GKM*15]).
Ambient Occlusion (AO) is a method based on the works of
Miller [Mil94] and Zhukov et al. [ZIK98] that mimics the transport
of diffuse light between objects leading to localized shadowing in
creases, which can increase depth perception. AO works best for
dense particle data sets, which makes it suitable for most molecu-
lar data visualizations [TCM06]. In Figure 11, the differences be-
tween local illumination and OSAO are shown. Since AO is com-
putationally expensive, several accelerated approaches have been
developed for interactive visualization. Screen-Space AO (SSAO)
is an image-space technique that approximates the effects of AO
in a post-processing step, e.g. [Kaj09]. For molecular data sets,
Object-Space AO (OSAO) techniques can yield even more con-
vincing results. OSAO considers the entire local neighbourhood,
unlike SSAO approaches that can only consider the visible neigh-
bourhood. Grottel et al. [GKSE12] developed an OSAO method
that reaches interactive frame rates even for very large, dynamic
particle data sets. The method uses a volumetric approximation of
the local neighbourhood to store the ambient occlusion factors. Re-
cently, this approach was extended by Staib et al. [SGG15] using
a hierarchical voxel-cone tracing method improving the sampling
of a full-colour AO map. Their method also works for transparent
particles. Eichelbaum et al. [ESH13] presented PointAO, a SSAO
method for particle rendering that focuses on retaining both global
and local structural information. Wahle and Wriggers [WW15] de-
veloped a multi-scale SSAO method designed to highlight structural
features of biomolecules. Hermosilla et al. [HGVV16] presented an
interactive method to generate halos and AO effects. Figure 4 depicts
a combination of depth cueing, silhouettes, and SSAO for molec-
ular surfaces. The abovementioned interactive AO approaches are
only the most widely used ones for molecular visualization, as a
comprehensive list of AO methods would be out of scope of this
report.
Distinct object boundaries are a beneficial depth cue for scenes
with many objects, like proteins or simulation results. Depth-
dependent silhouettes [ST90] can be computed in image space in a
post-processing step by detecting discontinuities in depth and adjust-
ing line widths accordingly. A similar effect is obtained by applying
halos extending from the object boundaries as proposed by Tarini
et al. [TCM06]. At the boundary of the object, the halo features the
same depth as the object. With increasing distance from the object,
the depth of the halo increases as well. A similar technique, the
depth darkening approach by Luft et al. [LCD06], separates distant
overlapping objects visually and creates depth-dependent halos in
image space. Simple fogging or depth-dependent desaturation can
be used as additional depth cues.
To separate features in the foreground from the background, the
Depth of Field (DoF) effect from photography can be used where
only the objects in focus are retained sharp whereas everything else
appears blurred. In molecular visualization, DoF can be used to
draw the attention of the user to a specific region and is computed
interactively in image space [FKE13]. Kottravel et al. [KFSR15]
recently proposed an object-space approach for DoF utilizing a
coverage-based opacity estimation which can be computed at inter-
active frame rates. The DoF effect can also be adjusted to highlight
semantic properties [KMH01] like single bonds or charge densities
within a protein.
Typically, the viewpoint and camera parameters are chosen by the
user when rendering and exploring molecular scenes. The automatic
choice of the best view for a particular molecule requires additional
information besides the structural data to map the 3D structure onto
the screen. Vazqéz et al. [VFSL02] utilize the concept of viewpoint
entropy and extend it to orthographic molecular views. Incorporat-
ing additional semantic information on the protein can improve the
selection of an optimal camera setting [DCMP10].
Besides the rendering techniques that highlight shape and depth
complexity of the data, stereoscopic rendering is widely used in
molecular graphics (see, e.g., [GF07]). While stereoscopic render-
ing requires special hardware like head-mounted displays (HMD),
3D glasses, or auto-stereoscopic screens, the rendering part is usu-
ally relatively straightforward: for each eye, a separate image is
rendered, each with the appropriate camera settings. Obviously, the
rendering also requires twice the compute power. Recently, Stone
et al. [SSS16] presented a remote rendering system for the Oculus
Rift HMD that uses real-time ray tracing. It is noteworthy that the
use of the abovementioned rendering methods to highlight shape has
to be considered carefully for stereoscopic rendering since these
methods are designed for monoscopic rendering and can lead to
perceptual issues.
6. Visualization of Molecular Dynamics
As mentioned in Section 2, molecular simulation is nowadays an
important source of data. Simulations can compute the individual
trajectories of all atoms over a certain time frame. The resulting
time-dependent data can provide insight into the dynamics of the
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Figure 12: Visualization of the backbone flexibility of an ion chan-
nel (PDB ID: 4HFI) by a tube of varying radius (left) or a flexibility
isosurface (right). Flexible regions (red) occupy more space than
well-defined rigid parts of the molecule (blue). Image generated
with UnityMol [LTDS*13].
simulated molecular system on an atomistic level. Note that in this
context molecular dynamics does not specifically refer to the results
of a MD simulation, but to time-dependent molecular data that
represents the dynamic behavior of the molecules.
The molecular models discussed in Section 4 can naturally be
used to visualize dynamic data. They represent the instantaneous
conformation of a molecule for a given snapshot and can show how
it changes over time using animation. In this section, molecular
visualizations are discussed that go beyond these basic models by
extracting and visualizing the abovementioned dynamic behavior
of the molecule. Several resources for such dynamic data exist and
provide for instance short movies describing molecular functions
based on their structure (e.g. [Ber07, Iwa08, JH14]). These edu-
cational solutions mainly focus on the artistic appearance and use
pre-rendered, non-interactive visualizations.
6.1. Visualization of flexibility
Molecules are intrinsically flexible entities, yet the vast majority of
visualizations represent a static structural snapshot. To account for
the positional uncertainty, precisely defined atomic positions may
be replaced by probability distributions to depict varying molec-
ular conformations [RJ99]. Representations for dynamic molecu-
lar conformations were further investigated by Schmidt-Ehrenberg
et al. [SEBH02]. They developed a method to sample ball-and-
stick and vdW representations onto a grid including colour to depict
atomic or residual properties. The conformational fuzziness thus
computed is then shown using isosurface or direct volume rendering.
MolMol [KBW96] and several other programs provide ‘sausage’
views that are similar to this method, where abstracted representa-
tions such as a protein backbone tube are modulated according to a
pre-calculated flexibility parameter (see Figure 12). The width of the
resulting tube highlights the flexibility. Lee and Varshney [LV02]
depicted thermal vibrations of atoms through multi-layered semi-
transparent surfaces. Selected flexible elements such as loops or
domains in proteins can be represented by voxel maps [CBES11].
Figure 13: Visualizing cellular signalling processes with a volumet-
ric representation obtained from discrete signal proteins [FKRE10].
Red indicates a high concentration of signal proteins whereas blue
indicates very low values.
Bryden et al. [BPG12] used glyphs to illustrate molecular flexibil-
ity calculated from normal mode analysis. Their approach clusters
groups of atoms that exhibit a synchronized rotational motion. The
clusters are highlighted and equipped with the corresponding circu-
lar arcs that illustrate the rotation. Arrows on top of these arcs show
the direction of the rotation and other values like velocity, error, or
non-rigid energy. Fioravante et al. [FSTR13] presented visualiza-
tion methods that uses principal component analysis and covariance
clustering to analyze motional correlations in proteins. The results
of these analyses are used to enrich the 3D visualization of the pro-
tein structure, e.g. using colour or cone glyphs. Ahlstrom [ABE*13]
presented a similar approach that uses network visualization to show
different conformations that occur during MD simulation.
Heinrich et al. [HKOW14] presented a visual analysis application
tailored to intrinsically disordered proteins. Such proteins have very
flexible regions that can exhibit a wide range of three-dimensional
structures depending on external factors [UD10]. The application
shows a 3D visualization of an ensemble of superimposed structures
as well as a parallel coordinates plot [Ins09] with per-residue
statistics. This plot can be used to filter or cluster the protein
structures and to find correlations between them.
Recently, Dabdoub et al. [DRSR15] presented the tool MoFlow
that visualizes the dynamics of a molecule by rendering the path-
lines of selected atoms of the molecular structure, e.g. backbone
atoms. The atom positions between time steps are interpolated
using splines. The resulting curves are coloured according to a
timescale colour map allowing an easy understanding of the move-
ments of the atoms over time. More visual cues are added through
semi-transparent ribbons displaying the movement of bonds. While
MoFlow allows an easy understanding of short parts of a trajec-
tory, the visual representation might quickly get confusing for very
complex movements.
6.2. Volumetric representations and aggregation
Besides the tailored representations discussed in Section 4, visu-
alization methods developed for other application fields can also
be utilized to depict molecular data sets. Especially vector field
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visualization methods can be useful for dynamic molecular data.
These methods, however, require a continuous representation of the
raw particle data. Such representations can be obtained by sampling
points to a 3D grid. Similar to the convolution surfaces, a kernel
function is often used to define the influence radius of the sampled
particles. Cohen et al. [CKK*05] used volumetric maps to study ac-
cessibility. Scharnowski et al. [SKS*13] sampled dipole moments
derived from the atomic positions to a grid and subsequently used the
curl operator to separate similar regions in the resulting vector field.
They rendered isosurfaces around these consistent regions. Line
integral convolution on these surfaces shows the directions of the
dipole moments. Falk et al. [FKRE10] sampled the positions of sig-
nal proteins in whole-cell simulations to a grid to show the develop-
ment of the signal density using direct volume rendering (Figure 13).
Aggregation is a commonly used concept to reduce the dimen-
sionality of scientific data. Rozmanov et al. [RBT14] sampled atoms
with different properties to separate grids to obtain spatial atomic
densities. They also aggregated several time steps into a grid by
averaging local property values of the atoms. The aggregated den-
sities are also visualized using isosurfaces. Temporal aggregation
of atom densities and their properties was also used by Thomass
et al. [TWK*11] to visualize the average probability of presence for
the components of a mixed solvent around a hydrogel. The results
are colour-mapped to an averaged molecular surface of the hydro-
gel. An alternative representation is to use volume rendering as did
Durrieu et al. [DLB08] to illustrate water occupancy around a pro-
tein averaged over a MD simulation. In specific cases, such as when
a cylindrical geometry around a protein channel is observed, the
dimensionality of the representation can be further reduced to map,
e.g. the solvent density in 2D as in [BS03]. Chavent et al. [CRG*14]
aggregated the diffusional motion of lipids on a grid and visualized
the diffusion using arrow glyphs and streamlines. A similar ap-
proach was used by Ertl et al. [EKK*14] to analyze the motion of
ions around DNA in a nanopore. Due to the repetitive nature of the
DNA and the periodic boundary conditions, they not only used tem-
poral but also spatial aggregation of the ion densities and velocities.
They combined different visualization methods for the analysis of
the data (pathlines, isosurface, LIC, glyphs). A key point for most
temporal aggregation methods is that the centre of mass does not
change significantly during the time frame of interest. Depending on
the simulation, this might be given implicitly (e.g. [EKK*14]). Oth-
erwise, a central molecule that moves freely during the simulation
has to be aligned onto a reference frame. For molecules, alignment
by RMSD minimization [Kab78] is commonly used to superimpose
all frames.
Aggregation and clustering has not only been applied to grid-
based molecular data. Lindow et al. [LBBH12] for example used
aggregation to illustrate time-dependent channels of proteins. Their
method extracts the channel state for each time step and aggregates
partially open channels if they are connected in consecutive time
steps to show in one static image whether the they can be traversed
over time. Byška et al. [BJG*15] used an aggregated bottleneck
contour (collar) to focus on a given channel constriction. Bidmon
et al. [BGB*08] aggregated solvent pathlines—i.e. the trajectories
of individual solvent molecules—to investigate the water movement
near protein cavities.
6.3. Interactive visualization and manipulation of molecular
models
Visualization is an essential element of interactive simulations. As
the visualization has to be interactive for the user to be able to
steer the simulation properly, simulation performance typically is
the main limiting factor. Interactivity has been a target for molecu-
lar graphics since the 1960s [Fra02]. At that time, interaction meant
essentially controlling camera movement. The element of active
manipulation was added later on, first by a specialized energy min-
imization approach, starting with 20 to 80 residues systems, and
eventually leaving out electrostatic interactions [SRRB94]. MD-
Scope did interactive visualization and steering for MD simulations
with full electrostatics up to a few hundred residues, and raised the
issue of timescale limitations [NHK*95]. Especially in the context
of steered simulations, haptic feedback using specialized interaction
devices becomes interesting since it can be used to convey forces.
Another application area that uses methods for direct manipulation
of molecular data is interactive molecular modelling. Intuitive haptic
exploration using specialized hardware was implemented [SGSG01]
and applied to a 4000 atom membrane channel. The performance
requirement for haptic rendering is even more stringent than for
graphics rendering, as it imposes refresh rates of about 1000 Hz.
The modern molecular visualization methods detailed in Section 4
are able to handle dynamic data in real time. Thus, they can be used
for visualizing interactive simulations. A typical setup is depicted
in Figure 14. Nowadays, even chemical reactivity can be explored
interactively using QM simulations [HVB*14, LJM15]. Such in-
teractive experiments are facilitated by visual manipulation guides
discussed by Kreylos et al. [KMH*03]. They developed the molec-
ular modelling tool ProteinShop that uses inverse kinematics for the
constraints within a molecule, which helps users to determine op-
timal protein folds [CKH*04]. Nowadays, with cheaper hardware,
better graphics cards, and faster computers, haptic steering has be-
come very attractive [SKVS10] and can be applied even to systems
comprising more than one million atoms [DPT*13].
6.4. Visualization of molecular reactions
Understanding molecular interactions in living organisms is essen-
tial to understand their physiology and is often a basis for drug
design in pharmaceutical research. Modelling of coupled molec-
ular reactions is, thus, one of the research foci in systems biol-
ogy. The most widely used tools include CellDesigner [FMKT03],
VCell [MSS*08], TinkerCell [CBS09], BioNetCAD [RFD*10],
Rulebender [SXS*11], NetworkViewer [CAZMS14], and Cy-
toScape [SMO*03]. Besides visualizing the quantitative change
of reactants in time-intensity curve plots, these tools offer vari-
ous network visualizations. These range from following the Sys-
tems Biology Graphical Notation [LN*09] to illustrative textbook-
like depictions of the modelled processes. However, the visu-
alization of kinetic models primarily focuses on relational and
quantitative aspects, actual behavior of involved reactants is not
communicated.
Falk et al. [FKRE09] propose several methods to visually empha-
size interesting aspects of particle-based cellular simulations like
particle trajectories. MCell simulations can be visually inspected
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Figure 14: A typical steered simulation workspace. The user moves the camera with his left hand while manipulating the molecule with the
haptic device in his right hand (Geomagic Touch, http://www.geomagic.com/). The red cone represents the virtual probe that can be used to
select atoms and apply forces using the haptic device. Additional information like plots or 2D representations of the simulated molecule can
be overlaid. Visualized within UnityMol connected to a simulation running in the HireRNA software [CDB*15].
Figure 15: Screen capture of the illustrative timelapse method pre-
sented by Le Muzic et al. [LMWPV15]. It highlights a succinate
thiokinase (light blue) and ATP (green) produced by the reaction of
the thiokinase with ADP.
by CellBlender [BDF15], which is a plug-in for the 3D modelling
tool Blender. The visualization module eases generation of MCell
models and shows the resulting simulation, where the molecules,
represented as glyphs, are embedded into 3D meshes of cellular
structures. ZigCell3D [dHCKMK13] is another system for design-
ing and visualizing cellular models. It offers a visualization on the
atomistic level while visually highlighting reactions between parti-
cles. Since such particle simulations are typically very crowded, in-
teractions might still be missed. Thus, Le Muzic et al. [LMPSV14]
proposed a technique to visually represent a particle-based sys-
tem with an underlying quantitative simulation. This simulation is
steered by the visualization so that reactions happen in front of the
user to convey the spatial aspects of the reaction chain. They later
extended their technique with a specialized illustrative time-lapse
method (see Figure 15) that slows down the movement of proteins
while they are involved in a reaction [LMWPV15].
Tek et al. [TCB*12] provided an environment to model and visu-
alize protein-protein interactions. Visual cues can be complemented
by multi-modal audio and haptic feedback, thus ‘rendering’ interac-
tions calculated from live molecular simulations on multiple sensory
channels.
Particle-based models have also been employed in visualization
of polymerization where reactions add building blocks onto exist-
ing polymers [GIL*10]. Kolesár et al. [KPV*14] use a multiscale
particle model for illustrating polymerization where the system pa-
rameters can be tweaked interactively. Thus, the user receives an
instantaneous visual feedback on the growth process of the polymer.
6.5. Visualization of quantum effects
Understanding details of reactions requires quantum chemical stud-
ies, i.e. analysis of the electronic structure of molecules by com-
puting the ground state, the excited states, and the transition states
that occur during chemical reactions. For an elementary introduc-
tion see, e.g. [Heh03]. The resulting data are expectation values of
physical variables, like, e.g. electron and nuclear densities or fluxes,
describing, e.g. equilibrium geometries and reaction energetics.
On the visualization side the depiction of fields and multi-fields
is required. It has been demonstrated that visualization of such
fields helps to reveal rich and surprising phenomena (occurring
even in simplest molecular systems) [BHI*09, ABB*11, HKM*11].
Topological visual analysis of electron density fields provides in-
formation about the spatial domains attributed to individual atoms
[Bad90]. There are a number of methods and tools to visually an-
alyze covalent and non-covalent bonds [GBCG*14], weak interac-
tions [JKMS*10, CGJK*11], and molecular orbitals [SSH*09] (see
Figure 16) as well as related electron densities [HG08]. Also vi-
sualization of the resulting fuzzy molecular surfaces using volume
rendering has been proposed [KCL*13].
The understanding of photoelectron transfer processes in
molecular systems also requires QM approaches. For a recent
example presenting tools to visualize and analyze such process,
see, e.g., [GHZ*15]. In photosynthetic systems typically electronic
and vibrational degrees of freedom are coupled to transfer the
energy between chlorophylls; in addition QM entanglement and
coherences between different parts of molecular complexes play
c© 2016 The Authors
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Figure 16: Illustration of molecular orbitals for an acetonitrile
molecule (made with VMD [HDS96]).
a role for functioning in photosynthesis [KK12]. It is obvious that
such complex spatio-temporal processes can be understood (and
related to experimental results from multidimensional femtosecond
spectroscopy) only with the help of advanced visualization
techniques like the one presented by Sener et al. [SSB*14].
7. Molecular Visualization Systems
In this section, our aim is not to provide the readers with an ex-
haustive list of existing systems for molecular visualization, as such
lists are emerging quite often in the literature. We rather present the
most commonly used and robust systems incorporating most of the
techniques presented above.
In the last decades, many tools and systems for molecular visu-
alization have emerged. Some of them were designed for a specific
purpose and their development has ceased. On the other hand, there
are several very successful and robust systems that are commonly
used by domain experts both for visual analysis in their research and
for dissemination of results. We decided to categorize the existing
systems to four groups: freely available functionally rich systems
integrating some of the state-of-the-art methods, open-source pro-
totype tools focused on efficient algorithms and extendability, com-
mercial systems, and web-based solutions. This section is structured
with respect to this categorization.
The first category contains robust and popular tools, such as
VMD [HDS96], PyMOL [DeL02], Chimera [PGH*04], YASARA
View [KV14], or CAVER Analyst [KSS*14]. These systems are
freely available for non-commercial purposes and, hence, widely
used by the scientific community. Some of these systems also gain
from the user community that contributes by adding own plug-ins.
Most of the systems support all basic representations of molecu-
lar models discussed in Section 4. Many tools additionally provide
means to equip the traditional molecular models with additional
information about various physico-chemical properties and rela-
tionships in the molecular system (e.g. atomic densities, molec-
ular orbitals, polarization, or electrostatic potentials and fields).
Their proper visual representation can provide important insight
into bonding and other relationships. The molecular orbitals (see
Figure 16) can be computed and visualized for dynamic data using
GPU-accelerated algorithms [SHLK11]. Tools like VMD, Chimera,
and PyMOL furthermore enable users to load field data stored on
regular grids, which can then be visualized by mesh extraction, iso-
contours, or volume rendering. They also offer field line visualiza-
tions, which can be useful for electrostatics data. There is also a va-
riety of specialized stand-alone tools for molecular visualization of
such physico-chemical properties, such as Molden package [SN00],
Molekel [PL00], Gabedit [All11], GaussView [DKM09], Chem-
craft [And15], and Avogadro [HCL*12]. All these tools, as well
as VMD and Chimera, are also able to visualize molecular orbitals
that are either read from cube files (which are output by tools like
the Gaussian [FTS*09] or GAMESS-US [SBB*93]) or computed
directly by the visualization tools.
The second group of systems is formed by single-purpose or pro-
totype tools, which are also freely available (most of them are open-
source). The greatest advantage of such systems is that they focus
on very efficient implementations with respect to latest advances in
molecular visualization and rendering. One example is the QuteMol
tool by Tarini et al. [TCM06], which was created to demonstrate the
benefits of edge cueing and ambient occlusion. Another such tool is
ProteinShader that showcases the illustrative cartoon rendering de-
veloped by Weber [Web09]. Other tools are released in the form of
a prototype, sometimes as an open-source project that allows other
developers to contribute. MegaMol by Grottel et al. [GKM*15] is an
open-source rapid prototyping framework that is tailored to molec-
ular visualization. To enable the development of novel, efficient
visualization methods, it is designed as a thin supporting layer on
top of the OpenGL API. Developers can add extensions by imple-
menting plugins. The underlying core library supports the developer
with basic functionality but does not restrict in terms of data struc-
tures or technologies, which is the case for some special-purpose
tools. Many of the aforementioned techniques were implemented
using the MegaMol framework, e.g. GPU-based cartoon mod-
els [KBE08], molecular surfaces [KBE09, KGE11, KSES12], and
accelerated rendering and shading methods [GRDE10, GKSE12].
UnityMol [LTDS*13], another open-source prototype tool, was ini-
tially designed as a proof of concept to evaluate whether a game
engine might enable domain scientists to easily develop and proto-
type novel visualizations. It was shown that a molecular viewer with
original features such as animated field lines, lit spheres lighting,
HyperBalls shaders [CVT*11] and more could be implemented eas-
ily and quickly. The main drawback is limited performance due to
the overhead of the game engine and the nature of molecular objects,
which exhibit particular properties such as an increased number of
triangles and required draw calls, compared to typical video game
objects. Recently, UnityMol has been extended to prototype visual-
izations of carbohydrate molecules [PTIB14] and to act as interface
for interactive molecular simulations. Furthermore, UnityMol pro-
vides a free and open starting point for video game developers and
scientists who want to use molecular objects in Unity3D projects. An
example of a prototype tool based on a 3D modelling and animation
software is BioBlender [ACZ*12]. It is a multi-platform add-on for
Blender, aiming at providing tools for the import and elaboration of
biological molecules. Molecular Maya [mma] is a software toolkit
that enables to import, build, and animate molecular structures in
the professional Maya tool by Autodesk. One of the latest software
tools designed to assemble large scale molecular models consisting
of building blocks is called cellPack [JAAA*15].
The third category of systems is formed by commercial solu-
tions like MolSoft ICM-Pro [ATK94] or Amira [SWH05]. There
are also several commercial extensions for YASARA [KV14]. These
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systems partially incorporate the abovementioned state-of-the-art
techniques. Amira, for example, provides all the classical repre-
sentations like ball-and-stick, space-filling, and cartoon representa-
tions. Furthermore, molecular surfaces like vdW surface, SAS, SES,
and MSS can be rendered using GPU-based ray casting [LBPH10].
Amira also provides alignment and grid-based sampling tools to ef-
fectively visualize the flexibility of molecules using iso-surfaces or
volume rendering. In general, however, it is often difficult to assess
the commercial tools technically due to their closed source.
The last category contains web-based solutions for molecular ren-
dering. Although such tools usually cannot integrate the latest state-
of-the-art techniques covered by this report due to technical limita-
tions, it is worthwhile to mention them because they are nowadays
capable of interactive visualization of large molecular complexes.
They can be embedded into web sites to provide specialized visu-
alizations of entries in structural databases or results of structure-
related calculations. One of the still most widely used web-based
tools is the Java-applet Jmol [jmo09]. It supports loading many file
formats, rendering molecular surfaces, orbitals, schematic cartoons,
and other features. OpenAstexViewer [Har02] is another Java-based
program which aims to assist in structure-based drug design. It can
be used both as applet and as a standalone application. Among other
functions, it offers shaded molecular surfaces with transparency and
property mapping. JSmol [HPR*13], an extension of Jmol that uses
only HTML5 and JavaScript instead of Java, is currently under de-
velopment. NGL viewer [RH15] and iview [LLNW14] are examples
for modern, feature-rich web-based tools utilizing WebGL, which
enables hardware-accelerated rendering in the browser. The molec-
ular visualization library 3Dmol.js [RK15] also uses JavaScript
and WebGL. It also supports most standard representations of the
molecule, including semi-transparent molecular surfaces and visu-
alization of orbitals. As mentioned above, the established web-based
visualization tools rely on triangle-based rendering due to the limita-
tions of web-based graphics. Recently, Mwalongo et al. [MKK*14,
MKB*15] showed that WebGL enables GPU-based ray casting in
the browser. Such technological advances will probably lead to more
advanced web-based molecular visualizations in the near future.
8. Conclusion and Future Challenges
Molecular biology is a very diverse field, which implies that the
molecular visualization is diverse as well. Thus, a plethora of dif-
ferent representations—each of them having particular advantages
and disadvantages—have been developed using a wide range of
visualization techniques. Consequently, there is not one best rep-
resentation but rather many specialized ones, each one best suited
for a specific task. One very prominent trend in recent years has
been to use GPUs not only for rendering but also for accelerating
the underlying computations [CLK*11]. Programmable GPUs and
multi-core CPUs have been a driving factor for parallelization of
the algorithms in order to interactively visualize larger and dynamic
molecular data originating from molecular simulations. At the same
time, modern GPUs are powerful enough to render high-quality
images at interactive frame rates. This allows domain experts to
visually analyze increasingly large and complex molecular data.
The constant improvements in data acquisition technology and
simulation methods provide a continuous challenge for the visual-
ization of the derived, increasingly large molecular data sets in terms
of particle numbers as well as time steps. Thus, the development
of efficient visualization algorithms remains a promising direction
for future work, including out-of-core methods for the visualization
of very large data sets covering long time scales. Since advances
in hardware development nowadays rather increase the degree of
parallelism than the clock speed, pushing the limits of parallel com-
puting is an important issue. This includes the efficient exploitation
of multi-core CPUs as well as GPUs and compute clusters. Since
clusters are already widely used for molecular simulation, a tight
coupling of simulation and visualization can alleviate the in situ
analysis of large systems.
Of equal importance are advances in the development of effi-
cient simulation algorithms. Molecular simulations are becoming
increasingly faster; new simulation techniques revealing the essen-
tial dynamics of molecular systems enable interactive simulation
steering. Visually steered molecular simulations will certainly be-
come a game changer. They will enable structural biologists to
investigate the relevant aspects of complex molecular processes by
interactively changing parameters as well as initial and boundary
conditions.
Another emerging trend is the use of interactive ray tracing for
molecular graphics, which allows the user to get publication-quality
images in real time. Sample tools that offer real-time ray tracing are
BallView [MHLK05], which was one of the first tools to offer a real-
time ray tracing on the CPU, and the current version of VMD, which
includes a GPU-accelerated ray tracing engine [SVS13]. Recently,
Knoll et al. [KWN*14] presented a parallel interactive volume ray
casting of radial basis functions on CPUs.
From a more general perspective, biomolecular visualization will
have to handle three major challenges: depicting physical phenom-
ena in more detail, improving the perceptual and cognitive efficiency
of visualizations, as well as depicting longer trajectories of larger
molecular systems. All this will increase the significance of visual
insight methods.
Regarding the first topic, instead of just depicting the molecu-
lar dynamics on a purely phenomenological level, the physical and
chemical causes for molecular events should also be visualized—
both on the classical and quantum mechanical level. As compute
clusters and simulation methods are improved, the number of quan-
tum mechanical degrees of freedom that can be dealt with will
increase. Therefore, novel visualization methods for the depiction of
quantum phenomena in dynamic molecular systems will be needed.
Techniques improving the depth perception for complex molec-
ular structures have been investigated extensively already (see Sec-
tion 5). However, there are still opportunities to augment current
visual representations with additional cues (e.g. [SVGR15]). Visual
clutter can be addressed by developing new illustrative visualization
techniques, such as specialized cutaways, unfolding, or exploded
views.
Regarding increased size of input data sets, one has to deal with
two problems: First, dealing with ever longer molecular trajecto-
ries; for this, new techniques will be needed, similarly to those used
in interactive video analysis and video processing. Second, dealing
with larger molecular systems; for this, new visual representations
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of the data will be required and, in consequence, a complete visual
language for biomolecular systems needs to be established. This in-
cludes abstractions that go far beyond the level of single molecules.
Today atomistic representations are available for viruses; soon small
bacterial organisms will be modelled in atomic detail. When zoom-
ing out from a molecule to see the entire structure at some point, all
the molecules in the model create a salt-and-pepper noise pattern
without any strong informative insight. Currently there is no abstrac-
tion mechanism that would meaningfully convey these levels, as for
example cartoon representations do for secondary structures. Maybe
for such large molecular complexes we will be soon witnessing in-
vestigation in a meaningful definition and visual representation for
quinary structure and even beyond?
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